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AshcAn inTroducTion

Hello, my name is Ryan Macklin.  I do a game design podcast called 
Master Plan1 – maybe you know of it, maybe not.  I guess knowing about 
the podcast isn’t important, at least not for this.  What is important 
right now is that you have this game in your hands.

Know Thyself started as an entry in this year’s Game Chef game design 
contest2.  Thanks to a very positive first playtest and a decision to “put 
up or shut up” when it came to sitting down and making a game, I 
decided to finish a “beta playtest” version of Know Thyself in time for 
the Ashcan Front at GenCon.  This is that game.

But enough about me.  This is an ashcan – that means this is also about 
you.  I’ve been able to push this game pretty far in the short time it’s 
been alive, maybe close to the 85% mark.  For that last bit, though, I’ll 
need some help.  I’m looking for feedback about the game outside of 
my play group, which isn’t easy since the game involves a custom deck 
of cards.  I’m hoping to see people post up Actual Play reports on the 
various RPG forums.  I’d like to be able to have dialogues with people 
about their play experiences.  That’s where you come in.

To that end, I have notes in the margins about current issues with the 
game and critical things I need feedback on.  What I don’t have in 
this text are things like “What is role-playing?” or definitive bits on 
narrative control or social contracts.  I’m assuming the audience of the 
ashcan knows what I’m talking about here, or knows someone who 
does.  That said, I’m also curious to see what happens if I don’t include 
such text in the book – how needed are these ideas?

1 http://masterplanpodcast.net/
2 http://game-chef.com/
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One thing that should be said, and shouldn’t be buried in marginalia, 
is that I don’t know how playable this game is without me at the 
table.  While I’ve run one session of this with some people without 
also playing, I was at the table to answer questions that came up.  That 
greatly changed how this game plays, and I’m sure it’s pretty stable – 
but I’m not sure if I’m explaining everything I need to or if I am taking 
too much about my primary play group for granted in this design.

In fact, I’m not completely sure if this game should see any further 
publication.  That’s part of why I’m doing this version – this is a good 
way to test the idea, and you’re that tester.  You’re doing me a favor by 
playing out my game and giving me feedback.  I want to acknowledge 
that and show you my appreciation for helping me in this project, 
regardless of publishing a final version.  I don’t know what form that 
acknowledgement and appreciation will take yet, but help me out and 
I’ll do something.  That much I know.

This game is more than just a little book with cards.  It’s an experiment 
in many ways – game design, self-publication, self-production, support 
– one that you’re kind enough to buy into.  I want to thank you for that.

Thank you,

Ryan Macklin

P.S.  Because of the length of this ashcan draft, I decided not to include 
my designer’s notes with it.  However, because I love designer’s notes 
and want to promote the idea, they’ll be available online (likely by 
September 2007) at:

http://www.tomorrowtheworldgames.com/knowthyself/ashcan/

I’ll also have on that site 
“ashcan errata,” links to 
where the game is being 
discussed and how to 
contact me.
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Know Thyself is a role-playing game about an amnesiac going through 
his own personal hell of a fever dream or nightmare, trying to recall 
who he is and possibly change his fate.  While this goes on, he fights 
against his subconscious which is working to subdue or confuse him.

One player plays the Amnesiac and the others play foils to that character, 
both as his subconscious and people he remembers over time.  But it’s 
unlike more typical role-playing games in many ways:

You don’t quite know who or what you’re playing when the •	
game begins, because you don’t create a character beforehand.  
The player of the Amnesiac doesn’t create a character before the 
game; he creates it during the game.  The other players don’t create 
characters at all, but “choose” or “force” characters during the 
game (see Bringing in Chorus Characters, p. 21).

This game is meant to be played in one session between three to •	
five friends.

This game uses a custom poker deck for many different purposes •	
– to determine who wins when some sort of conflict occurs, but 
also to determine what characters people can play, where events 
occur, and what themes to incorporate into latter parts of the 
game.  In this way, it is a hybrid between a role-playing game 
and a card game.

While this isn’t like most role-playing games, this ashcan edition will 
assume that you know (or someone teaching you this game knows) 
what a role-playing game is.

gAme overview

I’m thinking about 
writing up some text on 
social contract, player 
boundaries and the like, 
but that text isn’t ready 
yet.  I want to make sure 
my game’s solid before 
I make suggestions on 
how players should ap-
proach the game.

I’ve also been suggested 
to include text on what 
players may need to real-
ize in order to feel com-
fortable playing Know 
Thyself, but I’m not sure 
what this text is yet.

I definitely need some 
on “narrative control” 
– I use the term often 
enough later in the text.
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The Players & Their Roles
The Amnesiac
The Amnesiac character is a person who has lost his memory, save for 
one burning need that echoes through his head and a sense of familiarity 
with two objects.  For some reason, he awakens in a dreamscape where 
he fights with his subconscious to remember who he is and what he’s 
supposed to do.

While all of the players are constantly involved in the game, the 
Amnesiac is the only character that is in every scene.  Even when the 
Amnesiac player has to take a step back when Regaining Memories 
(p. 29), the Amnesiac character is always involved.

The Chorus
The Chorus characters are all the people surrounding the Amnesiac 
– elements of his subconscious during the Dream Scenes (p. 15) and 
people from his memories during the Impulse Scene (p. 36).  Every 
player other than the Amnesiac makes up the Chorus.

As elements of the Amnesiac’s subconscious during the Dream Scenes, 
the job of the Chorus is to create a bizarre world for the Amnesiac. 
They play off each other, with equal authority over the Amnesiac and 
his perceptions.  Unlike the Amnesiac, however, each Chorus player 
is given multiple characters over the course of the game, and can craft 
whatever insane, dream-fueled narrative they can imagine (within the 
bounds of what they’re allowed to narrate, p. 19).

As people the Amnesiac recalls from his memories during the Impulse 
Scene, the Chorus is there to create the stressful, conflict-filled situation 
that centers on the one statement the Amnesiac remembers at the start 
of the game (see Define the Impulse, p. 9).

Is this clear?  Am I 
jumping in too soon?

I’m thinking about 
putting something here, 
relating these roles with 
typical PC/GM roles, 
but I’m not sure if it fits.

Which is a high-brow 
way of saying “everyone 
else is a GM.”

PArTs To The gAme

This might be the wrong 
phrasing, it has sug-
gested to some people 
that the Chorus isn’t as 
fun to play as the Am-
nesiac.  From personal 
experience, our group 
can say that’s not true.
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The Play Deck
Know Thyself uses a custom deck 
of playing cards based on the 52-
card poker deck.  In addition 
to ranks (Ace through King) 
and suits (Diamonds, Hearts, 
Clubs, and Spades), cards for 
Know Thyself have five more 
elements:  Location, Character, 
Tone, Memory Tokens and 
Attachments.  Each card has a 
different Location, Character, 
Tone and Attachment; see 
Appendix (p. 40) for a chart 
containing all values.

A. Rank
A card’s rank – Ace, Two, Three, Four, Fix, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, 
Ten, Jack, Queen and King – is used during a Conflict (p. 23) or Talent 
Check (p. 24) to determine  who wins and where to place Memory 
Tokens (see Winning a Conflict or Talent Check, p. 25).

B. Suit
A card’s suit – Red (for Hearts & Diamonds) and Black (for Clubs 
& Spades) – is used to determine which Attachment is used when 
accumulating Memory Tokens (see Winning a Conflict or Talent 
Check, p. 25).

C. Location
A card’s Location – the text printed along the top edge in red, such as 
“Mansion,” “Office” or “Graveyard” – is used whenever a Dream Scene 
(p. 15) begins.
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D. Character
A card’s Character – the text printed along the right edge in green, such 
as “Two Men with Guns,” “A Talking Animal,” or “A Crying Child” – is 
used when a Chorus player introduces a new character into a Dream 
Scene.

E. Tone
A card’s Tone – the text printed along the left edge in blue, such as 
“Abuse,” “Humiliation,” or “Romance” – is used to color the Amnesiac’s 
Memories (see Regaining Memories, p. 29).

F. Memory Token
A card’s Memory Token value – the dots printed along the bottom 
edge – is used to determine how many 
Memory Tokens are placed on an 
Attachment (see Regaining Memories, 
p. 29).  The three possible values 
correspond to the rank of the card, as 
shown on the table to the right.

G. Attachment
A card’s Attachment – the picture of an item in the middle of the card, 
such as “Very Full Ashtray,” “Kitchen Knife,” or “Party Mask” – exists 
as some neat artwork and inspirational material when coming up 
with Attachments (p. 9).

Card Rank Value
Ace through Six 1
Seven through Ten 2
Jack, Queen, King 3

There is some worry to 
how replayable Know 
Thyself will be, since 
there are only 52 set 
locations and characters 
to play.

I feel like there are at 
least a few plays in here, 
because of the number 
of combinations, but 
some players have raised 
this concern.

I suppose I could just 
say “you can do what I 
did to make the game, 
and grab a cheap deck 
of cards, some colored 
markers and make your 
own deck.”  But I think 
that might be a cop-out.
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Memory Tokens
To play Know Thyself, the group should have something on hand 
to serve as Memory Tokens for the Amnesiac.  They should be small 
enough to fit on the spaces on the Amnesiac Record Sheet, such as 
poker chips or coins.  Ideally, you should use different colors for Drive 
Memory Tokens and Pain Memory Tokens, to further emphasize the 
impact the two types of memory will have on the game.

If you don’t have anything on hand, you could make do with tick marks 
on the Record Sheet.  I happen to like playing with physical objects.

Amnesiac Record Sheet
The last thing you’ll need to play Know Thyself is a piece of paper for 
the Amnesiac, called the Amnesiac Record Sheet.  It should contain a 
space to write his Impulse (p. 9) & Attachments (p. 9) at the top, a place 
to put Memory Tokens on (see Winning a Conflict or Talent Check, 
p. 35), plenty of space to write down the Memories the Amnesiac 
regains (p. 29), a some space to write down what happens during 
the Endgame (p. 35).

During the most recent playtests, our group put the Drive Memories 
(p. 30) and Pain Memories (p. 31) in two separate columns on the 
sheet so that we can easily see how many the Amnesiac has when we 
reach Endgame.

Honestly, the way the 
game is set up, the sheet 
we use is just a piece of 
binder paper or printer 
paper that we draw 
four circles on for the 
Memory Tokens.

I’m not sure if this game 
really needs a sheet, if 
the final version remains 
close to this one.  If I 
think it does, I may hold 
a sheet design contest – 
which I’ll mention on 
Master Plan.
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seTTing uP The gAme: mAKing The AmnesiAc

After deciding who will play the Amnesiac, the group has three things 
to create: the Impulse (a statement that keeps echoing in the Amnesiac’s 
head, created by the Amnesiac player) and the two Attachments (items 
that feel familiar to the Amnesiac, created by the Chorus).

Define the Impulse
The Impulse is a single statement – the only thing to survive whatever 
caused the Amnesiac’s memory loss.  It echoes in his head, with his own 
voice, during every Dream Scene (p. 15).  This is the only part of setup 
that the Amnesiac player does for his character.

The statement should be direct enough to promote an idea of action, 
but simple enough to not detail specifics about the context of that 
action or statement.  The Impulse always starts with “I need...” or 
“I must...”  It should feel like a dire situation, a quest, or a driving need 
to the Amnesiac, but all the players should be left wondering about 
specifics that the statement doesn’t mention.

If someone thinks the Impulse isn’t engaging or wouldn’t make for an 
interesting scene, or something that feels like it would be too quickly 
resolved, you can make it a bit stronger or more evocative by ending it 
with a “before” clause, like “...before it’s too late.”

In any case, the Amnesiac should be comfortable with how their 
Impulse statement sounds, because they’ll be saying it during every 
Dream Scene.  It will also directly tie into the Memories (p. 29) and the 
Impulse Scene (p. 36).

Make the Attachments
Attachments are items that appear in every Dream Scene and are 
incorporated into the Memories.  Unlike the rest of the environment, 
these items feel both important and familiar to the Amnesiac.  While 

I think I do a decent 
job in communicating 
the idea of the Impulse 
in later text, but I’m not 
sure how strong of an 
introduction to the idea 
this is.
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Example Impulses
I need to find my sister.

Why this is good:  You don’t know who your sister is, what she may 
have gotten herself into, or why you need to find her.  Maybe she’s 
a criminal and you need to find her to bring her to justice.  Maybe 
she’s been kidnapped.  Depending on what sort of game you’ve put 
together, maybe you were taking a trip into the Underworld to get 
her, like something out of a Greek myth.

How could it be modified:  You could add some vague immediacy 
with “...before it’s too late.”  You could add some sense of antagonism 
or threat with “...before she finds me.”  You could add a hint of 
competition with “...before he does.”

I must find the antidote.
Why this is good:  You don’t know who the antidote is for; sure, it 
could be for you, but that could also be made into a red herring by 
the Chorus.  You don’t know what it’s an antidote for.

How it could be modified:  You could hint at what the antidote is for 
with “...before the change is permanent.”  You could twist the idea a 
bit with “...before she’s able to use it.”

I need to get my revenge on him.
Why this is good:  If anyone wakes up with only that in their head, 
there’s definitely something interesting that just happened or is 
about to happen.

How it could be modified:  If you wanted to flesh it out a bit, you 
could add something like “...for what he did to my family.”  Still, 
you don’t want it to be too specific, but a hint of why might help 
the idea work for your group, if something less specific doesn’t grab 
the interest of the Chorus.  You could also add a hint of something 
ominous with “...before he finds me.”
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the characters the Chorus play during Dream Scenes represents the 
Amnesiac’s subconscious suppressing his memories, the Attachments, 
along with the Impulse, represent the Amnesiac’s will to remember.

They are also mental anchors for the Amnesiac – not only are the 
Attachments involved with Memories, but whether the Amnesiac has 
possession of his Attachments in the Dream Scenes holds true from 
one Dream Scene to the next – even though everything else around 
him constantly changes.

The Chorus creates the two Attachments with the following guidelines:

Attachments must be purely physical in description.  Saying •	
“a bejeweled saber” works; saying “My father’s dress uniform 
saber” doesn’t.

Attachments may contain more information than is immediately •	
obvious, so long as it’s something the Amnesiac would discover 
in short order.  Saying “a music box that plays Christmas Eve in 
Sarajevo” or “a revolver with only one bullet” is acceptable, but 
saying “A key that opens a bus station locker in L.A.” isn’t.

Attachments may have identifying marks as long as they are •	
vague.  A key that says “113” on it or a signet ring with a picture of 
a crab is perfectly acceptable, while a ring inscribed with “Henry 
Wilson” isn’t.  Initials on items are a gray area, and you may wish 
to talk with the group about this.  Such items may influence the 
identity of the Amnesiac prematurely.

Attachments should be quick descriptions, around a dozen words •	
or less.  Leave further specifics up to the group during play.

You’ll see me mention 
later that I’m unsure 
how to make the At-
tachments feel more 
significant.
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Attachments will be constantly referenced during Dream Scenes •	
and in Memories, so be wary of  making something really bizarre 
– like “a slice of orange pound cake” or “a ceramic chicken” just 
because you think it’s weird and want to watch everyone else 
work it into the Dream Scene or Memory.

Container Attachments
If an Attachment is a container of some sort, like a box, wrapped present, 
Mason jar, photo album or locket, and the contents aren’t specified, 
then there are some additional considerations.

First, everyone needs to keep in mind that it’s the Attachment itself 
that’s important, not necessarily what it contains.

Second, because people are naturally inquisitive, they’ll want to see what’s 
inside the container.  The Chorus can play with this in several ways:

 They can decide the container can’t be opened, no matter how •	
hard the Amnesiac tries.  Perhaps this is important to the item, 
and might be featured in a Memory or in the Resolution.

They can decide that the other Attachment is inside of this one.•	

They can decide that the Attachment easily opens, but there’s •	
nothing inside.

They can decide to treat it different in each scene, depending on •	
which Chorus player is in charge of that scene.  This could also 
include the Attachment having different items inside of it with 
each new scene.

Who Makes The Attachments?
If there are two Chorus players, each makes one.  If there are more 
than two, each writes down an item on a piece of paper, all are mixed 
together, and the Amnesiac draws two.

Both of these Attach-
ments were used in 
actual play.
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Play Example: Making the Amnesiac
Aaron, Gregory, Jeremy & Matt sit down for their third game of 
Know Thyself.  It’s Aaron’s turn to play the Amnesiac.  Aaron’s had an 
idea for an Impulse since their last game, so he’s immediately ready:

“I need to keep her from destroying herself.”

That means Gregory, Jeremy & Matt are the Chorus.  Jeremy has 
likewise has some ideas for Aaron, after their last game where Aaron 
gave him a comical Attachment, “a ceramic chicken.”  Jeremy’s 
planning on retaliating with his own comical attachment, “a deed to 
the pants you’re wearing.”

Gregory and Matt want to try a more serious game, and Jeremy 
accepts, so he changes his entry to just “a real estate deed” and writes 
it down on a piece of paper.  Gregory takes another piece of paper 
and writes “pregnancy test that’s positive.”  Matt writes “old skull” 
on his piece.

They put all three into a hat for Aaron to mix up and draw.  The 
first one he draws is “old skull,” which he puts down on his Red 
Attachment space.  Then he draws “a real estate deed,” which he puts 
down on his Black Attachment.

All three Chorus members lament not playing with Gregory’s 
idea.  Since they’re in agreement, they have Aaron change his Black 
Attachment to “pregnancy test that’s positive.”  Jeremy will just have 
to have his revenge another time.

Once the Amnesiac has two Attachments, the Amnesiac picks one 
as the Red Attachment and one as the Black Attachment.  There’s no 
special meaning behind the color chosen, as the color only refers to the 
suit of the cards during a Conflict (p. 23) or a Talent Check (p. 24).
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Once you have the Amnesiac set up with an Impulse and two 
Attachments, you’re ready to play the game!

Overview
The overall structure of play in a Know Thyself game is as follows:

Deal out the first hands of cards1. 

Play through Dream Scenes until the Amnesiac is out of cards.2. 

Play through a Memory Scene, as determined by the Memory 3. 
Tokens earned and the Tones in play.

If Endgame is triggered, jump to Endgame (p. 35).  Otherwise, 4. 
deal everyone back up to their starting hand size and go back to 
step 2.

Dealing the First Hands
To start the game, deal out five (5) cards to the Amnesiac player and 
seven (7) cards to all Chorus players.

PlAying The gAme
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Most of the game takes place during Dream Scenes.  These are scenes 
where the Amnesiac is inside his own mind, fighting against his 
subconscious to regain his memory and control of his fate.

There are three parts to a Dream Scene: the Beginning, Free Play (see 
Playing in a Dream Scene, p. 19), and Ending a Dream Scene (p. 27).

Beginning a Dream Scene

Choose a Scene Framer and Location1. 
The Amnesiac chooses one of the Chorus players to be the Scene 
Framer for this Dream Scene.  That players fans out his cards in front of 
the Amnesiac, who picks one of those cards.  That card is played face-
up, with the Location side clearly readable to the Scene Framer.

Set the Scene2. 
The Scene Framer describes the environment based on his interpretation 
of the Location.  He describes whatever sights, sounds or other 
information he feels is important.  However, he may not yet establish 
the presence of any characters in the scene.

When interpreting the Location listed on the card, the Scene Framer 
doesn’t have to be exact.  If the Location is “Prison,” he could introduce 
the brig on a ship or a locked basement just as well as a modern prison.

As these scenes are set in a dreamscape, they don’t need to follow 
logically from one another.  If you draw “Port” and want to set the 
scene on some decrepit, medieval dock, but the Amnesiac’s last scene 
involved him piloting a spaceship into a star, you’re entirely free to set 
the scene on the decrepit dock.

seTTing uP A dreAm scene
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Keep It Short and Sweet
As the Chorus player describing the scene, you have a lot of control 
here.  It may be tempting to describe the scene at length, referring to the 
hint of jasmine in the air or how the hills roll off in the distance.  Such 
language can spice up a scene and give the other players a sense of where 
they are – especially the other Chorus players, because then they know 
what they can use with the scene.  That said, be careful about going 
overboard with poetic language and over-verbose descriptions, lest you 
lose the concentration or interest of your fellow players.

Introduce the Amnesiac3. 
The Scene Framer narrates how the Amnesiac enters the Scene.  Again, 
it need not follow how they exited the previous Dream Scene.  Doing 
so when it would otherwise seem jarring (such as walking out of a bar 
and falling into a jungle) can serve to underline the strange nature of 
the subconscious.

The Attachment Possession Rule
If the Amnesiac is in possession of either or both of his Attachments 
when he leaves a Dream Scene, he retains possession of them when 
entering the next Dream Scene.  Only those two elements must remain 
constant throughout the Dream Scenes.

Introduce the First Chorus Character4. 
The Scene Framer picks another Chorus player, signaling them with the 
phrase “That’s when you see...”  That player plays one of his cards as a 
Character on any Chorus player (see Bringing in Chorus Characters, p. 
21).  He may choose himself or the Scene Framer, if he so chooses.

The person with this character should then describe what the character 
doing in the environment, and if they’re in any way trying to engage the 
Amnesiac.  At this point, no Chorus player is allowed to freely interact 
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with the Amnesiac, but they can set up a situation (such as “The chef is 
rushing at the Amnesiac with knife in hand!”).

Start Free Play5. 
Once the Scene is described, the Amnesiac is introduced and the first 
Chorus character is brought into the scene, the Scene Framer signals 
the beginning of the next stage of the Dream Scene by turning to the 
Amnesiac and saying one of these two phrases to him:

That’s when you say…

or

That’s when you think…

The Amnesiac replies by saying his Impulse statement out loud, and 
free play begins!

Why I Think This Is Important
Some people find that ritual phrases are silly, this one included.  This 
element is important not only because it signals when the Chorus 
may more freely interact with the Amnesiac in the scene, but because 
it reminds everyone what’s at stake for the Amnesiac and it reminds 
everyone that the Amnesiac is in a hellish, repetitive fever dream – he 
has too keep saying that to himself in order to keep any shred of 
himself alive.
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Play Example: Beginning a Dream Scene
For the first scene, Aaron picks a card from Gregory’s hand.  The 
Location on that card says “Jungle.”  Gregory puts that card in front 
of him and pauses for a moment, formulating his thoughts.

He starts the scene off, talking about the dense jungle canopy.  He 
colors the scene with descriptions like how little light is filtering 
down from the sky and how there are oddly no animal sounds 
around.  Then he describes Aaron suddenly appearing in the middle 
of the jungle, dressed in “business casual,” with what looks like his 
footprints all over the place, as if he paced around after being lost.

Then Gregory says “That’s when you see...” and gestures to Matt.  
Matt looks at the Character part of his cards, and picks “Talking 
Animal.”  Instead of playing it on himself, he plays it on Jeremy.  
Matt wants to save “Special Ops Team” for himself.

Jeremy describes being a cartoon toucan flying in carrying a pregnancy 
test in a claw.  He notes that Aaron should feel some familiarity at 
the item, since it’s the Red Attachment.  He finishes the introduction 
by landing on a branch near Aaron.

Gregory feels like that’s enough scene setup, and starts the play off by 
saying “And that’s when you say...”

Aaron follows up and begins play by saying “I need to keep her from 
destroying herself.”
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Once the Amnesiac has said his Impulse, the Chorus interacts with the 
Amnesiac, playing the various characters they’re portraying, to drive 
the Amnesiac to struggle.  This somewhat free-form role-playing (or 
“Free Play”) continues until either a Conflict (p. 23) or Talent Check 
(p. 24) is called for or the scene ends (p. 27).

In the case of a Conflict or Talent Check, Free Play resumes once 
the Outcome is narrated, unless the Outcome involves the Amnesiac 
leaving the Scene.

Limits to What the Amnesiac & Chorus Can Describe and Do
Due to the stark differences in the roles of the Amnesiac and the 
Chorus, they have very different things that they may narrate or do 
during a Dream Scene.  Because Free Play is not as codified as the rest 
of the game, there’s no step-by-step plan.  But there are limits to what 
the various players can do during Free Play.

When narrating the Outcome of a Conflict or Talent Check , however, 
these rules are set aside.

What the Amnesiac Cannot Do during Free Play
Anything relating to how a Chorus character acts or is feeling •	
without starting a Conflict.

Make declarative statements about who he is•	

Anything relating to describing the environment•	

Actively change their environment without either Chorus •	
consent or calling for a Conflict (if trying to alter a Chorus 
character) or a Talent Check (if trying to do something with the 
environment)

Describe an unreal event without calling a Talent Check (such as •	
“I’m bleeding butterscotch” or “I stand on the air”)

Here’s probably the 
hardest part of the game 
for me to write.  My 
natural inclination is to 
wave my hand and say 
“Do that ‘role-playing’ 
thing.”  But I can’t really 
get away with that when 
I’m writing game text, 
so here’s my attempt to 
put into words what I 
do when playing Know 
Thyself.

Along with that, I 
suspect this will be 
the shakiest bit of 
play, because there’s 
nothing that has to tie 
this together with the 
Amnesiac’s Memories.  
So, while the disconnect 
might be an interesting 
experiment, in the end 
it could fall flat as your 
specific Dream Scene 
actions don’t necessarily 
have an impact on your 
Memories.  This part I’m 
still chewing over heavily 
– I find the disconnec-
tion is interesting, but I 
also suspect it’s flawed.

I might follow a sugges-
tion I’ve been given and 
include a full Actual Play 
character in the final 
book.

PlAying in A dreAm scene
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Declare the end of the Scene if he only has one card left in •	
his hand

What the Chorus Cannot Do during Free Play
Anything relating to what the Amnesiac thinks or feels •	
emotionally without starting a Conflict (p. 23)

Anything relating to directly reminding the Amnesiac of who •	
he is

Declare the end of the Scene without a Conflict•	

Anything relating to describing the environment that trumps •	
what another Chorus player has already said.

Declare that another Chorus character is no longer active in •	
the Scene (such as killed, unconscious, or somehow leaving the 
scene).  See “Wholesale Murder and Other Oddities” (below).

Wholesale Murder and Other Oddities
Because of the unreal state of Dream Scenes, characters (including the 
Amnesiac) may be harmed, butchered, surgically torn apart and even 
murdered without impacting that character’s ability to perform in the 
scene.  The dead can continue to walk; the dismembered can move and 
talk in an eerie fashion, and so on.  Even the Amnesiac can be executed 
or likewise affected without adversely affecting his narrative ability.

Unless the Scene Framer narrates some condition or situation the 
Amnesiac is in when he enters into a new scene, it’s assumed that any 
alterations from the previous scene no longer hold true.

Amnesiac Goals during Free Play
The Amnesiac should be pushing for Conflicts and Talent Checks.  
Without these, there is no good progression for him. If he lets the 
Chorus drive play and force the Conflicts, he’s at a disadvantage since 
he can’t win ties.  If he leaves the scene before a Conflict or Talent 
Check happens, he gains Pain Memory Tokens.  However, since the 

One situation I’ve come 
across and don’t know 
how to handle is when 
two Chorus players 
come to a conflict – one 
person wants another 
to do something, and 
that other person either 
doesn’t want to or wants 
to make the Amnesiac 
force the conflict rather 
than another Chorus 
character.  The rules 
intentionally don’t 
provide a mechanic to 
resolve it, because I want 
every mechanic of Know 
Thyself to involve the 
Amnesiac.  Still, I need 
to figure out how to 
handle these GM-vs-
GM-style conflicts.

I’m unsure how com-
phrensive these two lists 
are.
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Amnesiac has the power to call for a Conflict or Talent Check, he can 
avoid these problems by being active.

Chorus Goals during Free Play
The Chorus should be putting the Amnesiac in uncomfortable, 
unnatural situations that relate to their Impulse and involve the 
Attachments without actually revealing anything to the Amnesiac 
about who he is.  They should encourage the Amnesiac to constantly 
struggle, either by encouraging & forcing Conflicts & Talent Checks 
or by making the Amnesiac fight to engage them.

The Attachments can be useful here.  Have the Chorus characters fight 
against the Amnesiac over them.

Bringing in Chorus Characters
One of the parts of Know Thyself that produces unusual play is how the 
Chorus play characters during a Dream Scene.  The Chorus are limited 
to the characters on the cards in their hands, but they aren’t limited to 
playing those characters on just themselves.

Playing Characters on Yourself
During a Dream Scene, if you are not currently playing a character, you 
may play a character from your hand by throwing the card, face up, 
in front of you.  When the other players see this, they should pause 
(or quickly wrap up any action if it’s almost resolved) to allow you 
to describe this new character’s appearance, entrance into the scene, 
initial actions and anything you feel is appropriate for the character 
introduction.

You may interpret the character on the card as loosely as can a Location 
when Setting the Scene (p. 15).  A “crying child” could easily be a 
depressed teenager, a screaming baby dragon or even a computer sub-
process that is raising an alarm.

Given the concerns 
about the characters in 
the deck being static, I 
hope this flexibility will 
help the replay value of 
the game.

I wrote this section 
last.  In fact, I almost 
forgot to include this 
text in the book, so it 
might feel rougher than 
the rest.  I apologize for 
that.

I almost excluded it not 
because it’s boring (as I 
think it’s one of the cool-
est parts of the game), 
but because at this point 
the play feels so second-
nature – so much so 
that I’m not sure how 
thorough of a job I’ve 
done explaining the idea.
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Playing Characters on Other Chorus Players
During play, instead of playing a character in yourself, you can play a 
character on someone else – provided that Chorus player isn’t already 
playing a character.  You do so by throwing the card, face up, in front of 
them.  Once this is done, they take that character and treat it as though 
they played in on themselves.  As the Chorus player who played it, you 
have no say in how they interpret the character on the card.

You should give a few moments for others to react to you by playing 
characters of their own on you before you play any more characters.

Retiring a Character Before the Scene Ends
Chorus characters may not leave the Dream Scene before it ends until 
they have participated in a Conflict.  Once they have participated in the 
conflict, at any point during the scene that Chorus player can discard 
the card with that Character and describe how that Character is no 
longer active in the scene (whether the body of that character is still in 
the scene or if the character has left entirely).

Once discarded, no Chorus player may pick up and play that character.  
If the body of that character is still in the scene, the person who played 
that character no longer has any rights regarding what limits others 
have, should another person in the scene choose to still interact with 
the body.  Once no one is playing a character, it just becomes a prop in 
the scene.

You may play another Character on yourself, and you are open to others 
playing Characters on you.  Any other Chorus players should allow you 
a few moments to play a Character on yourself.

No Chorus character may take an Attachment with them when leaving 
a Dream Scene.  The person describing their exit describes how that 
Attachment remains in the scene.

I suspect this is an area 
where having text spe-
cific to this game about 
social contracts may 
help, since there’s a bit 
here about courtesy & 
messing with what other 
people are playing.
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Conflicts occur when the Amnesiac is fighting against or wants to alter 
a Chorus character.  Talent Checks occur when the Amnesiac is fighting 
against or wants to alter the environment or himself.

Conflicts
A Conflict occurs when one of the following happens:

The Amnesiac player declares he wants to do something to a •	
Chorus character or prevent a Chorus character from doing 
something to him.

The Amnesiac player wants a Chorus character to act, react or •	
feel a specific way.

The Chorus wants to do something they aren’t allowed to narrate •	
or wants to force a situation onto the Amnesiac.

The person that started the Conflict describes what, in general, he 
wants to do.

If the Amnesiac initiates the Conflict, the person playing that Chorus 
character then decides one of two things: (a) let the Amnesiac get their 
way without moving on with the Conflict rules, or (b) move on with 
the Conflict rules, with the Amnesiac playing his card face-down.

If a Chorus player initiates the Conflict, the Amnesiac must play along 
with the Conflict.  The Chorus player then plays his card face-up, so 
the Amnesiac knows the opposing card’s value.

Conflicts against Multiple Chorus Characters
Should there be more than one Chorus player involved, all must choose 
to let the Amnesiac have his way, otherwise the Conflict rules are used.  
If the players continue with the Conflict, the Chorus should choose 

conflicTs And TAlenT checKs
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one person to represent them all – that person will play their card for 
the group and, if he wins, narrate the Outcome.

Playing Cards in the Conflict
The Chorus player & the Amnesiac each play a card from their hands 
– the Amnesiac always face-down, and the Chorus player face-down if 
the Amnesiac initiated the Conflict, otherwise face-up.  Once both have 
put their cards down, they flip the card they played up and compare the 
rank.  Whichever card has the highest rank wins; ties go to the side that 
initiated the Conflict.

Special rules with Aces in Conflicts
Aces are both high and low, depending on the other card played.  
Against a number card (Two through Ten), an Ace is low and is beaten 
by those cards.  Against a face card ( Jack, Queen, King), as Ace is high 
and beats those cards.  Thus, the player is never guaranteed a victory by 
playing a King or defeat by playing a Two.

Once you’ve determined the winner, see “Winning a Conflict or 
Talent Check” (p. 26).

Talent Checks
When the Amnesiac player describes something unnatural or 
significantly alters his environment or his being, the Scene Framer 
may pause Free Play and call for the Amnesiac to do a Talent Check.  
Alternatively, the Amnesiac may declare that he wants to make 
something unnatural he’s doing up to a Talent Check.

While the decision to call for a Talent Check is up to either the Scene 
Framer or the Amnesiac, the other Chorus players may suggest to the 
Scene Framer that something the Amnesiac wants to do is worth doing 
a Talent Check.
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Playing Cards in the Talent Check
The Amnesiac plays a card face up from his hand.  After that, the 
Chorus player flips up the top card of the Play Deck.  Compare the 
rank.  Whichever card has the lowest rank wins; ties go to the Amnesiac.  
Note: this is the opposite from the Conflict rules!

Special rules with Aces in Talent Checks
Aces are both high and low, depending on the other card played.  
Against a number card (Two through Ten), an Ace is low and beats 
those cards.  Against a face card ( Jack, Queen, King), as Ace is high and 
is beaten by those cards.  Thus, the player is never guaranteed a victory 
by playing an Ace or defeat by playing a King.

Once you’ve determined the winner, see “Winning a Conflict or Talent 
Check” below.

Winning a Conflict or Talent Check
Narrating the Outcome

The winning party gets to narrate the results of the Outcome.  Until 
they are done, no one else may interject with another call for a Conflict 
or Talent Check.  However, if the other players think the winner is 
taking the narration a bit far or is being lengthy about it, they can ask 
him to tone it down (if appropriate) or finish off the Outcome.

What Do To With the Cards
The cards are used for more than determining which player wins the 
Conflict.  They also determine how many new Memory Tokens are 
allocated and where on the Amnesiac Record Sheet they are placed.  

If the Amnesiac won the Conflict or Talent Check, he’ll gain Drive 1. 
Memory Tokens.  If he lost, he’ll gain Pain Memory Tokens.

Take a number of Memory Tokens (Drive or Pain, as appropriate) 2. 
equal to the Memory Token value on the opposing card – the 
Chorus’ card for a Conflict or the top card for a Talent Check.

Do I need to write 
more about narrating an 
outcome?  It’s the whole 
“Do that role-playing 
thing” I keep having to 
deal with.
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Play Example: A Conflict
After some back and forth between the Aaron’s Amnesiac & Jeremy’s 
parrot (along with some jeering from a disembodied voice played 
by Matt), Aaron decides to have a conflict with Jeremy to get the 
Attachment.  He declares that he’s going to take the pregnancy test 
from the parrot.

Aaron initiated the conflict, so he slams his card face down – the 
Ten of Diamonds.  Jeremy thinks Aaron’s playing a face card, so he 
plays his Ace of Spades face down.  They reveal at the same time, 
showing Aaron to be victorious, as number cards always beat Aces 
in Conflicts.

Aaron looks at the number of Memory Tokens on Jeremy’s card, one, 
and takes a Drive Memory Token.  The card Aaron played was a red 
suit, Diamonds, so he puts the Token on his Red Attachment.

Jeremy discards his Ace of Spades.  Aaron keeps his card near his 
Record Sheet to keep that card’s Tone, Arrogance, around for when 
he regains his next memory.

Then Aaron narrates his character swats at the parrot with a stick as 
it flies by, knocking it into a tree and causing it to drop the pregnancy 
test.  Then he picks up the test and storms out of the scene.

Place those Memory Tokens on the space corresponding to the 3. 
suit of the card the Amnesiac played – Red Attachment for 
Hearts & Diamonds, Black Attachment for Clubs & Spades.

The winning card’s Tone should be held on to by the Amnesiac for the 
Tone of the next Memory.  Once the Conflict or Talent Check is over, 
discard the losing card.
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This is because Dream 
Scenes with only one 
card tend to be weaker, 
less fulfilling scenes.  Do 
I need to include that 
explanation in the text?

There are three conditions that may end a Dream Scene:

The Amnesiac may simply declare that he’s leaving the scene, •	
unless he only has one card left in his hand.

A Chorus player could set their Conflict Outcome to be the •	
Amnesiac leaving the scene, unless the Amnesiac only has one 
card left in his hand.

A Memory is Triggered because the Amnesiac runs out of cards.•	

The One-Card Rule
If the Amnesiac only has one card left, the scene may not end until he 
runs out of cards and a Memory is triggered.

The Amnesiac Leaves the Scene
The Amnesiac can declare himself to leave the Dream Scene at any point 
during Free Play by simply stating “I’m leaving the scene.”  However, 
a Chorus player can challenge the Amnesiac if he describes how his 
character is preventing the Amnesiac from leaving.  Otherwise, the 
Amnesiac has narration rights over how he leaves the Scene.

The Runaway Rule
If the Amnesiac leaves a scene without doing a Conflict or Talent 
Check during it, this is the same as the Amnesiac trying to run away 
from his problems – nothing good will come of this.  Should this occur, 
before drawing the next scene, add two Pain Memory Tokens to 
each Attachment.

The Amnesiac is Forced out by an Outcome
If the Amnesiac loses a Conflict or Talent Check, the winning Chorus 
player has the option to declare that the Amnesiac is leaving the scene.  
In this case, that Chorus player has narration rights over how the 
Amnesiac leaves the Scene.

ending A dreAm scene
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The Amnesiac regains a Memory
If the Amnesiac runs out of cards, the Scene ends (after Outcome 
narration, if necessary) and the players move to Regaining Memories 
(next page).  In this case, the Scene ending is completely abrupt, unless 
it was worked into any Outcome narration.

Narrating Leaving the Scene
When the Amnesiac leaves the Scene, the player with narration rights 
has full control over how the scene ends.  Any sort of exit is acceptable: 
walking away, falling unconscious, having the scene dissolve around 
them, being thrown out a window, or just dying – whatever the narrator 
feels like describing.

The main limitation is that because the next Scene hasn’t been defined 
yet, the narrator can’t describe how the Amnesiac enters another 
location, only how he leaves this one.

Once a Scene Ends
Gather up all the cards in play that haven’t been set aside for Tone and 
discard them.  Make sure to leave all Tone cards in play in front of the 
Amnesiac and all Memory Tokens on the Amnesiac Record Sheet.  If 
any Chorus member has fewer than three cards, deal them enough 
cards so that they have three – shuffle the deck only if need be.
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When the Amnesiac runs out of cards and that conflict is resolved, the 
scene abruptly ends and a new memory is triggered.

Determine the Memory Type
To determine which Memory Type is triggered, Drive or Pain, compare 
the total number of Drive Memory Tokens on the Amnesiac Record 
Sheet to the total number of Pain Memory Tokens.  If there are more 
Drive Memory Tokens, the new Memory is a Drive Memory.  Otherwise, 
including in a tie, the new Memory is a Pain Memory.

Determine the Attachment
To determine on which Attachment the Memory is linked, the Red or 
Black Attachment, compare the total number of Memory Tokens on 
the Red Attachment to the total number of Memory Tokens on the 
Black Attachment.  Whichever Attachment has more Memory Tokens 
is the one that will be linked to the new Memory.

If there is a tie between the Attachments, pick the Attachment with the 
most Memories already linked – that Attachment pulls just a bit more 
to trigger the Amnesiac’s memory.  If both Attachments have the same 
number of Memories, flip the top card of the deck over and pick that 
suit’s color.

Create the New Memory
Because Drive Memories (memories about to why you have to continue 
following your Impulse) and Pain Memories (memories about to how 
you already failed your Impulse) work at completely different purposes 
for the Amnesiac, creating each of them is a completely different 
process.  In both cases, the Tone cards the Amnesiac has accumulated 
since the last Memory frame the new Memory.

regAining memories
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Drive Memories
The Feel and Purpose of a Drive Memory

Drive Memories relate to the Impulse and why the Amnesiac should 
still strive to achieve it by providing context for the Impulse.  They 
can feel “good” or “bad,” but the must feel as though there is dramatic 
potential.  As Drive Memories occur chronologically before the Impulse 
Scene happens, Drive Memories lead to the Amnesiac confronting the 
Impulse Scene.

The Timing of Drive Memories
The first Drive Memory occurs either immediately or shortly before 
the Impulse Scene happens, chronologically-speaking.  Each Drive 
Memory after that occurs right before or shortly before the last one 
– the group ends up defining the situation the Amnesiac as is by 
working backwards.

Recall Previous Drive Memories
Take a moment to read the previous Drive Memories to make sure the 
next Memory the group creates will fit in with the previous ones.

Distribute Tone Cards
Starting with himself and dealing to the left, the Amnesiac distributes 
the Tone cards to each player, one at a time.  Before he distributes the 
next card, the current card’s Tone is incorporated into the new Memory 
(see below).

Describe the Memory
When given a card, the player incorporates that card’s Tone into a 
statement about the Amnesiac’s new Memory.  There is no interactive 
role-playing or in-depth narrative when describing that portion of the 
Memory; instead, what the group ends up with is a short description of 
a sizeable portion of memory.

After the first Tone is incorporated and the Memory has begun, each 
Tone afterwards should be incorporated in a way that furthers what has 
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been said about the Memory, either time-wise or building on something 
previously mentioned.  There should be no contradicting what’s been 
established in this or other Drive Memories.

This continues until all Tone cards have been integrated into the 
Memory.  Then the Amnesiac writes down the memory and double-
checks with all Chorus members to make sure no important elements 
were missed in transcribing the Memory onto the Record Sheet.

The First Drive Memory
For the first Drive Memory, the Impulse must be worked in.  If the 
Impulse isn’t at least alluded to by the time the final Tone is incorporated, 
the person narrating the final Tone must also lead to the Impulse.

Pain Memories
The Feel and Purpose of a Pain Memory

Pain Memories tell what happens if the Amnesiac fails to achieve his 
Impulse.  They provide motivation for the Amnesiac by showing him  
the torment he’ll live with if he fails…or perhaps has already happened 
because he did fail.  They should feel downright demoralizing, if not 
utterly horrific.  

As Pain Memories occur chronologically after the Impulse Scene 
happens, Pain Memories should be a direct consequence of the failure 
of the Impulse.  Pull no punches.

The Timing of Pain Memories
The first Pain Memory occurs either right after or shortly after the 
Impulse Scene, chronologically-speaking.  Each additional Pain 
Memory occurs right after or shortly after the last one – the group ends 
up defining the situation the Amnesiac might end up in one tragic step 
at a time.
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Recall Previous Pain Memories
Take a moment to read the previous Pain Memories to make sure the 
next Memory the group creates will fit in with the previous ones.

Distribute Tone Cards
The last Scene Framer collects the Tone cards, mixes them together face-
down, and deals them out to all Chorus players, starting with himself.  
As with Drive memories, one player should incorporate the card before 
the next one is dealt.  The Amnesiac gets no cards.

Describe the Memory
When dealt a card, the player incorporates that card’s Tone into 
a statement about the Amnesiac’s new Memory.  As with Drive 
Memories, there is no interactive role-playing or in-depth narrative 
when describing a Pain Memory.

Play Example: Creating a Memory
The group is about to narrate Aaron’s first Memory – a Drive with 
his Red Attachment:  “An old skull.”  The Tones Aaron has are: 
Oath, Arrogance, Anger, Contentment and Humiliation.  Since 
this is the first Drive Memory, it should feel like it would take place 
shortly before and lead up to the Impulse Scene.  This is also the first 
Memory for this Attachment, so the first person to incorporate a 
Tone must also incorporate the Attachment. 

As this a Drive Scene, the Amnesiac, Aaron, gets to distribute the 
Tones to all the players one at a time, starting with himself.  He picks 
Oath and says, “As I’m digging up an old grave, I’m cursing breaking 
my promise to never desecrate another body.”

Gregory says that he doesn’t think it’s clear how Aaron’s incorporating 
the Attachment.  Aaron responses by saying the body he’s digging 
up will provide the skull.  The group agrees that that’s an acceptable 

incorporation.
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After the first Tone is incorporated and the Memory has begun, each 
Tone afterwards should be incorporated in a way that furthers what has 
been said about the Memory, either time-wise or build on a something 
previously mentioned.  There should be no contradicting what’s been 
established in this or other Pain or Drive Memories.

This continues until all Tone cards have been integrated into the 
Memory.  Then the Amnesiac writes down the memory and double-
checks with all Chorus members to make sure no important elements 
were missed in transcribing the Memory onto the Record Sheet.

Aaron hands Jeremy the Anger Tone.  Jeremy thinks for a 
moment before saying “You grab the skull from the crackled coffin 
and boil with rage thinking about what your wife is forcing you to 
do.”  Aaron notes this down.

Then Aaron hands Matt the Humiliation Tone.  Matt immediately 
has an idea, because he wants to add a new character in this scene.  
“The man standing above you, at ground level, laughs while he 
watches you do this labor.”  Aaron notes this down.

With Arrogance and Contentment left, Aaron decides to keep 
Arrogance for himself and hands Gregory Contentment.  Gregory 
quickly confirms with the group what everyone else as already said, 
and then says “The man above says, ‘This will not bring you peace, 
my son.’  You see that the man is wearing a priest’s collar.”

Aaron notes all that down before going into his final Tone, 
Arrogance.  In writing the last bits of Gregory’s incorporation down, 
he has an idea.  “I get out of the grave and head to the church, where 
everything’s going on.  ‘Maybe not, Father, but one of us has to be 
man enough to try.’”
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The First Pain Memory
For the first Pain Memory, the first person to incorporate a Tone must 
also work in a sense of failure of the Impulse.

The First Memory of an Attachment
For an Attachment’s first memory, the Attachment must be worked in.  
The first person to incorporate a Tone – the Amnesiac in the case of a 
Drive memory or a Chorus player in the case of a Pain memory – must 
work in the Attachment along with the Tone in the first statement 
they narrate.

Note Down the Memory
The Amnesiac should write down the various elements of this new 
memory under the Drive Memories or Pain Memories column.  It will 
likely take several lines to write it all down, but make sure to note any 
characters mentioned in the Memory because they will be important 
later.  In the box next to the line, note down if this is a Memory from 
your Red or Black Attachment.

Determine If Endgame Happens
The Endgame phase is triggered once the Amnesiac has five Memories 
total.  If that happens, move straight into Endgame.  Otherwise, clear 
off all the Memory Tokens from the Amnesiac Record Sheet, reshuffle 
the deck, and deal everyone back up to their starting hand size: five (5) 
for the Amnesiac and seven (7) for each Chorus player.

While it could be inter-
esting to narrate these 
elements in a more free-
form fashion, we found 
if it didn’t get narrated 
right away people would 
forget about them, and 
that made the whole 
idea of the Impulse 
& Attachments feel a 
lot less interesting to 
me.  I definitely would 
like to hear thoughts 
on what they think of 
these methods of forced 
incorporation.
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Once Endgame is triggered, a few things must happen before the group 
is ready to proceed with the Impulse Scene – the scene that determines 
whether the Amnesiac succeeds or fails.

Review Memories
The Amnesiac should read out loud the notes he’s made about his 
Memories and the various people he’s encountered in them.  Everyone 
should have a clear idea on what has happened in the Drive Memories 
that occurred before the Impulse Scene.  Along with that, the Chorus 
should think about how they can drive the Impulse Scene into the 
making the Pain Memories come true.

Determine Victory Goals
The in-game goal for both the Amnesiac and the Chorus is to achieve 
a certain number of successes in Conflicts or Talent Checks.  The 
Amnesiac has to achieve one success for each Chorus player in the 
game, plus one for every Pain memory he has.  The Chorus collectively 
has to achieve one success for each Chorus player in the game, plus one 
for every Drive memory the Amnesiac has.

Discard Cards
Everyone should discard their cards.  The Amnesiac should shuffle the 
entire deck while the Chorus sets up the Impulse Scene.

endgAme

I hate the terms “Vic-
tory” and “Victory 
Goals” for this,  but hon-
estly I’m a little burned 
out and haven’t come up 
with a better name at the 
11th hour.
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The Impulse Scene is the only scene that the group will play in that 
involves the Amnesiac’s real world.  Because of that, the Dream Scene’s 
spontaneous, chaotic format won’t fit for the Impulse Scene.  Likewise, 
a Memory Scene’s pure description format won’t work – the Impulse 
Scene is played, not told.

Discuss the Impulse Scene & Characters
The Scene

The Chorus discusses what scene setup would fit the following criteria:

Fits in after the Drive Memories•	

Fits in before the Pain Memories•	

Addresses the Impulse statement directly•	

Involves characters described or mentioned in the various •	
Memories in ways that feel appropriate to the Scene.

The Amnesiac is allowed to mention ideas, but he has no power in the 
final decision.  The Chorus must come to a consensus on the scene.

The Characters
The Chorus members select a number of characters from the Amnesiac’s 
Memories equal to the number of Chorus players.

The characters can be from either Drive Memories or Pain Memories, 
but each of them should make sense within the scene just discussed.  
These become the Chorus characters for the Impulse Scene, and each 
Chorus member takes a different character to play.

Unlike Dream Scenes, all the Chorus characters are set up before the 
Impulse Scene begins, even if they are not introduced into the scene 
right away.

This is where my design 
faces what I feel is a large 
problem: it falls down 
if you play through a 
game and either receive 
all Drive or all Pain 
Memories.

Mechanically-speaking, 
it works.  But from a 
sense of investment or 
emotional response, I 
feel like lacking one of 
those kills the feel of the 
game.  Either you don’t 
know why you arrived to 
the Impulse (no Drive) 
or what doom may await 
you (no Pain).

The quick and dirty so-
lution is to force one or 
the other at some point,  
but then that breaks 
another design goal: 
having every mechanical 
decision count.  What’s 
the point of trying to 
work up a lot of Drive 
Memory Tokens if you’ll 
be mandated during 
that turn to have a Pain 
Memory?  That would 
suck.  Thus, my current 
impasse.

The imPulse scene
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Deal Out Cards
Deal out enough cards to all the players equal to the Victory Goal the 
Amnesiac needs plus the Victory Goal the Chorus needs.  With these 
many cards, no one will run out before the Scene is over.

Play Out Impulse Scene
Playing out the Impulse Scene is like playing out a Dream Scene, with 
the following changes:

Conflicts and Talent Checks are handled differently (see below).•	

Unrealistic events may only occur if they make sense within the •	
reality created during the Memory Scenes.

No one may end the Scene before the Victory Goal is met.•	

The following things are off-limits, even as a result of an Outcome:  •	
death of the Amnesiac, describing something that irrevocably 
contradicts the events of a Pain Memory (such as killing a 
character described as doing something in a Pain Memory) or 
prematurely render the Impulse fulfilled or lost before the Scene 
is over (the exception to this rule being if winning this check 
means you’ll win the Scene).

Changes to Conflicts & Talent Checks
The purpose of Conflicts & Talent Checks during the Impulse Scene 
is very different from those of Dream Scenes.  In a Dream Scene, 
everything is wrapped in metaphor or lucidity and lacks lasting 
consequence.  During the Impulse Scene, everything is real and has 
very lasting consequences.

First of all, since there are no more Memory Scenes, Tone & Memory 
Tokens are ignored.  The winning card is kept by the winning side as a 
token to show how many victories they’ve achieved.

This brings up a 
concern:  I worry 
that the utter lack of 
consequence during the 
Dream Scenes, which is 
when most of the game 
takes place, will make 
playing the game weak.
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Second, the Outcomes must be rooted in the reality defined by the 
Memory Scenes.  For example, if you’ve established a realistic, modern 
situation involving a man who has to save his mom’s house from being 
bulldozed, introducing a spaceship or magic would break the reality 
described by the Memories.

Conflicts in the Impulse Scene
Conflicts during the Impulse Scene need not only be about direct 
conflicts, but – just as in Dream Scenes – also be about what one side 
would prefer to have happen.  The Amnesiac could say “I want to 
convince Uncle Bill to look into Michael’s involvement in the murder,” 
but he could also say “I want Mike to think about looking into Ray’s 
involvement on his own.”  The narration of the scene is different, but 
the result is the same, and both sides could call for a Conflict.

Talent Checks in the Impulse Scene
Talent Checks no longer deal with the unreal, however they can just as 
well deal with coincidence as they can with a real check.  Finding a gun 
in a drawer or not getting an ill-timed phone call can be handled with 
a Talent Check.
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Once one side has accumulated enough successes equal to its Victory 
Goal, that side as won the Impulse Scene!  Once this happens, play 
ends and victory is handled.

The Amnesiac’s Victory
If the Amnesiac wins the Scene, he narrates how he succeeds at achieving 
his Impulse to his benefit.

What about All Those Pain Memories?
If the Amnesiac’s final victory is a silver lining, the Pain Memories are 
the cloud.  Even though he wins, the Pain Memories don’t leave him.  
They’ll haunt his dreams with what could have been.  These Memories 
aren’t “true” or “real” for the Amnesiac – but they still feel real, and he 
won’t shake them easily.

The Chorus’ Victory
If the Chorus wins the Scene, then the Amnesiac fails at achieving his 
Impulse and all the Pain Memories turn out to be true.  The Chorus 
narrates how the Amnesiac fails and how that leads into the Pain 
Memories, which all come to pass.

Epilogue (Optional)
Should the group feel that there is an epilogue to this story or the 
scene isn’t quite done, feel free to continue playing.  Keep in mind that 
no player should violate the Amnesiac’s victory or defeat during this 
epilogue.  There are no cards or other mechanics here, just a group of 
friends wrapping up a story to their collective satisfaction.

vicTory

My loathing of the 
term “Victory” has not 
diminished in the past 
four pages.
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APPendix — PlAy decK cArd vAlues

sPAdes
Rank Tone Location Character Attachment
A Rivalry Alley Scientist An Old Key
2 Abuse Bathhouse Boxer Old Camera
3 Betrayal Golf Course Superhero Glasses
4 Denial Waterfall Pompous Jerk Kitchen Knife
5 Shame Jungle Henchmen Trophy
6 Pain Courthouse Caveman Woodshop Project
7 Misery Shrine Zombies 8-Ball
8 Anger Carnival Wizard Microphone
9 Lust Farmhouse Repair Man Hairbrush
10 Corruption Theater Evil Mastermind Leather Work Gloves
J Regret Port Super Spy Fedora
Q Death Lone Highway Wailing Spirit A Shot Playing Card
K Temptation Police Station Manic Chef Toy Truck

diAmonds
A Hate Battlefield Group of Meddling Kids Revolver with only one bullet
2 Sorrow Office Muscular Man Very Old Bible
3 Contempt Stable Movie Character Grenade
4 Humiliation Mansion Disembodied Voice Pipe
5 Fear Gym Talking Statue Photo Album
6 Deceit Great Hall Men in Business Suits Dress Shoe
7 Loss Whorehouse Ninjas Money Clip
8 Hunger Gallery Panicked Crowd Hard Drive
9 Ambition Library Murderous Madman Pipecutter
10 Arrogance Terrace Demon Belt
J Foolishness Mirrored Hall A Priest & a Rabbi Videotape
Q Scorn Arena Monarch Two Dice that always roll 7
K Need Zoo Drunkard Religious Statue
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heArTs 
Rank Tone Location Character Attachment
A Hope Laboratory Child With One Eye Small Pouch
2 Camaraderie Cemetery Woman in a White Dress Apple
3 Peace Mall Cowboy Burned Journal
4 Health Ruins Cyclops Sippy Cup
5 Faith Prison Bickering Gods Flower
6 Innocence Sewer Blind Sailor Bowl of Chiles
7 Strength Castle Studio Audience Electrical Tape
8 Recognition Restaurant Soldier Vase

9 Gratitude Storage Trio of Midgets Casino Chips
10 Freedom Garden Tour Guide Rusty Tools
J Romance Hotel Special Ops Team Canteen
Q Kinship Volcano Woman Carrying Water Party Mask
K Honor Grove Adult Entertainer Matchbox

clubs
A Legacy Hospital Missionaries Travel Shaving Kit
2 Duty Bank Chanting Cultists Ceramic Chicken
3 Redemption Dungeon Crying Chid Bath Toy
4 Contentment Cliff Beautiful Woman Cactus Plant
5 Desire Throne Room Celebrity Meat Tenderizer
6 Thankfulness Bar Two Duelists Mixed Drink
7 Bliss Train Talking Animal Bust
8 Improvement College Three Hanged Women Decorative Light Bulb
9 Prowess Dojo Maid Family Photo in Broken Frame
10 Knowledge Rooftops Martial Artist Hip Flask
J Power Cornfield Salesman Very Full Ashtray
Q Oath Church Two Men With Guns Key Card
K Protection Hedge Maze Sentient Cloud Trowel
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